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3. The graph shows the main reasons
Americans think zoos exist. The authors
included it to let readers know that people have
a variety of beliefs about zoos.

Page 8: News Map
1. B
2. False; Denver does

Page 8: News Review
1. C
2. C
3. A

Using a Map Key
4. A
5. C
6. D

Online Skill Builders
Be a Quiz Whiz!
1. B
2. A
3. A
4. A
5. B

6. D
7. C
8. A
9. B
10. D

Close-Reading Questions:
Honoring Our Past
1. Indigenous Peoples’ Day is a holiday to
honor the native people who were living in
America before Christopher Columbus arrived.
It helps celebrate the history and cultures of
indigenous people.
2. The section is about the mistreatment of
Native Americans that began when Columbus
arrived in what is now North America.
3. The sidebar shares information about the
heritage and culture of Amara’s pueblo.

Close-Reading Questions:
Should This Lion Cub Be in a Zoo?
1. In recent years, many zoos have replaced
small cages with bigger, more open enclosures
that are more like the animals’ natural
habitats.
2. Life in captivity is difficult for many
animals. Some animals live in large family
groups in the wild and have a hard time living
in pairs or alone in zoos. Many zoo animals
show signs of being lonely, bored, and sad. For
example, a tiger will pace back and forth when
it is stressed.

scholastic.com/sn4

1. Sample response: By looking at the map
key and the shading on the map, I can see that
the amount of land Native American groups
live on today is less than it was in 1784. Native
American lands used to spread across most
of the continent. Today, only a few states have
large areas of Native American lands.
2. C
3. C
4. A

Let’s Discuss It!
Responses will vary. Check that students state
a clear opinion and support it with reasons and
evidence.

